Module C
Maps and Mileage

Project Description
An important part of planning your trip is to determine how much money you will need to spend on gasoline. Before you can estimate your gasoline cost, you need to find out approximately how many miles you will drive on this trip.

Assignment
Many internet sites will not only calculate your mileage, but will also provide you with a map and driving directions to your destination. Visit either Mapquest or Rand McNally to obtain the following information.

(1.) Directions and a map from your home to your hotel address in Springfield. Print this page. The total one way mileage will be at the end of your driving directions.

(2.) Directions and a map from the hotel address to your at home address. Print this page. The total one way mileage will be at the end of the page.

(3) To find your round trip mileage, add the number of miles from home-to-hotel to the number of miles from hotel-to-home. The sum of these two numbers will be your total round trip mileage.

(4.) Add both maps, the driving directions, and your mileage figures to your project portfolio.

Mapquest
www.mapquest.com

Rand McNally
www.randmcnally.com